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Where does the university go from here?
Date

LICK
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By Steven Pappas
Staff Writer

News Analysis
In the midst of a statewide
economic recession, University
of Maine President Dale Lick is
optimistic the university will be
able to continue on as a strong
resource for the state, despite
reports the school will be forced to make the largest cutbacks
in its history.

Rep. John O'Dea said Friday..
He said the university could
be forced to repay the state as-much as $12 million over the
next two years, which would be
"disastrous."
He would not elaborate.
O'Dea, like many other
legislators is angered both at the
Governor as well as Lick. He
feels the mismanagement has

generated bya lack of collected
taxes.
.UMaine's financial problems
Lick has said all along that
certain financial problems arose
this year that made the cutbacks
even more painful for UMaine.
He has taken the blame for the
errors, which has not calmed

rather, "what are we going to do
now?"
According to one republicah
at the state house, the $3 million
figure is "nothing compared to
what it might be."
Faculty members realize this
means layoffs. Staff members
know they are facing many cutbacks. Student leaders are trying to warn students about tui-

"People tend to continue to look to say 'I told you that guy
doesn't know what he's doing,'or'the administration doesn't
know where it's going.' It's natural.'
UMaine President Dale Lick

testing."
Lick too realizes a new era is
-emerging_ He knows if will be
a time for substantial cutbacks
for the university. It will mean
the steps toward progress will be
slowed and heart and soul of
the university will be revealed.
The faculty have already
taken steps to include
themselves in the administrative
decision-making process. They
have made sure they are adequately represented on the
university budget review
committee.
The sticks and stones war

University awaits cutbacks
The administration and
UMaine System Board of
Trustees await final figures from
the state house, which are
scheduled to be released this
morning.
Legislators have been tossing
"very big numbers around,"

come from both ends and both
Lick and McKernan are playing
games with the people of the
state.
Presently, UMaine has been
asked to return $3 million over
the next two years to compensate a $210 million deficit

the masses.
Faculty and staff members at
UMaine are outraged and terrifed at the potential disaster
UMaine faces over the next two
years.
They are not as worried
about "why" it happened, but

But will it be enough? Some
faculty and staff feel they are
trying to fight a full-fledged war
with sticks and stones.
"It means layoffs, the
elimination of programs, and
strict limitations on travel, hiring new staff and faculty, and
(see LICK page 3)

McKernan unveils
$210DA budget plan

111

UMaine hockey sweeps Providence. Story page 13

tion hikes, course eliminations.
"The apathy by the students
on this campus is pitiful,"
one student government senator
said Sunday. "The students
should be really concerned, but
they're too busy sitting on their
asses while they should be pro-

Photo by Scott LeClair

AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)- AsIetstatures in New Hampshire
and Vermont struggle with their own revenue shortfalls, Maine's
governor plans to unveil for lawmakers his prescription for dealing with a $210 million tax shortfall Monday.
Gov. John R. McKernan asked to address a joint HouseSenate session Monday to outline his bill calling for a combination of program eliminations and reductions, layoffs, personnel
options aimed at trimming the number of state jobs, and salary
hold-down measures, spokesman Willis Lyford said Sunday.
Lyford, who refused to say where the cuts would be most
drastic, said the governor would be amenable to additional suggestions on where spending can be reduced in response to projected revenue shortfalls through mid-1991.
"There's going to be a lot of wringing of hands and fingerpointing," predicted Lyford, "but the bottom line is we have
to cut $210 million."
He added that the governor believes it is "not productive to
say what shouldn't be cut without offering what should,
be cut instead."
(see BUDGET page 5)

Gavett files response to Watras allegations
Former University of Maine women's basketball
coach Peter Gavett denied allegations of sexual improprieties by a former player it was reported in the
Bangor Daily News this weekend.
Gavett asked that charges made by Victoria Watras
be dismissed according to papers filed in Penobscot
County Superior Court last week.
The university asked for and received an extension
to file its response by March 2.
Watras filed a civil suit against Gavett and the university last month, claiming the former coach assaulted

her and tried to force her to have sexuarrelationt:with
him.
George Singal, the attorney handling the case for the
university said, "In order to answer the allegations and
the complaint, find out the factual information and
I'm administering an investigation so we can do
that."
But chairman of the University of Maine System said
in a formal statement when the suit was filed that
allegations against the university were "totally without
merit."

Watras alleges the university_was negligent in hiring
and supervision.
Watras claims in her suit that between October 1985
and January 1988 Gavett "repeatedly approached(her)
requesting sexual favors."
From Gavett she is seeking compensation for alleged intentional infliction of emotional distress, negligent
infliction of emotional distress, and assault and battery.
In Gavett's formal response, he claims the suit should
be dismissed because of technicalities. He alleges
(see GAVETT page 2)
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Tuesday's Special

Pasta
Till
Busta I
Only $6.25
Your Choice of
—

77-

Spaghetti
Fettucini or
Ziti(tubular pasta)

With Choice-Ofsauce. '
Tomato (no meat)
Marinara
Mushroom Marinara
Meat Sauce
White Clam Sauce
Red Clam Sauce

•

A Unique Italian Restaurant

28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200

TERM PAPER?

Chinese students
angry with veto
China," said Yongbiao Liu, a graduate
student in entomology.
"Many countries take drastic reactions
of
University
protect" students, said Liu, who cited
to
the
at
Chinese students
suras one of these countries. "In
and
Canada
ment
disappoint
voiced
Maine
US.
the U.S. at least you expect some kind
prise Saturday in reaction to the
President
uphold
of protection rather than a veto of a
to
vote
Senate's Jan. 25
Chinese
bill," the 29-year-old said.
protecting
bill
a
of
veto
Bush's
While several of the students interstudents from deportation once their
said they would not be affected
viewed
student visas expire.
Yanli
they expressed concern for
veto,
said
the
mad,"
by
very
very,
was
"1
fellow scholars.
Shao of the Senate's 62-37 vote, which
"I'm concerned about Chinese
fellittort of the two-thirds margin need-rveto.
Tra'0
presidential
students,—
a
overridt
ed to
students whose visas are going to. ex' cried."
pire."
"I feel that this country‘is more and
Because Shao is married to an
more concerned about economics and
0-lesifig-4418---value of American. she will not be returning to
polftie an -fit 4,
her native northeast China. "I am
freedom and democracy," said Shao, a
she said.
student.
lucky,"
graduate
business
While Shao said President Bush as
Twenty-seven-year-old Huijuan Vhang
said she was "really surprised" by the supportive of Chinese students during
the pro-democracy demonstrations, she
vote.
feels he is "not coming through" for
Born in Shanghai and having studied
now.
them
in Beijing, Vhang talked of the
is not concerned about
"Bush
will
"dramatic changes" in China. "I
in this country,"
students
(Chinese)
eventually go back to China if the
said. "I really don't like Bush.
she
government changes," she said.
"He thinks he knows China. I don't
he knows China enough," Shao
think
Chinese
15
Vhang, one of about
doesn't have basic human
•
"China
'
said.
UMtoutside
gathered
who
students
rights."
Memorial Union in June 1989 to suppoi.
According to The Bangor Daily News,
pro-democracy demonstrators in
be
are an estimate/ 42,000 Chinese
would
there
she
said
Square,
Tiananmen
students in the United States. Of that
scared to return to China.
number, about 60 study at UMaine.
"The situation is very bad in
By Wendy Boynton.
Staff Writer

•Gavett
Watras failed to file her lawsuit within
the statute of limitations.
Gavett resigned abruptly in Jund'of
1988, shortly after signing a three-year
contract extension.
His departure was not explained until documents were released last February

(continued from page 1)

by order of the Maine Supreme Court
that said the coach admitted "having
physical contact of a personal nature"
with a student.
Watras left the team midway through
the 1987-88 season and quit for good
after six games into the 1988-89 season.

Correction
Editor's note:

Don't despair!
Try the Term Paper Counseling Service at Fogler Lihi try
We'll help with all aspects of library research
551-1673.
For details, ask at the Library's Information Desk, or call

_
The Maine Campus, in its coverage of "Oh, Calcutta!" in the January 30th
issue, ran a photograph of a man and a woman, both nude. One of the
woman's breasts was clearly visible.
The Campus ran this photograph as part of its coverage of the performance
for two reasons. First, the photograph accurately depicts an actual occurance
during the performance, which is a primary element of photojournalism.
Further, due to the unique and controversial nature of the performance,
it was, and still is, the opinion of the Campus that the photograph lends a
level of impact to the accompanying article respective to the importance of
the event.
It was not the •, uention of the Campus, by running this photograph, to
offend or insult it'- raters. The Campus acknowledges that running the
photograph has resulted in a large, negative response, and, in hindsight, also
acknowledges that the decision to run the photograph was ,7,#haps
inappropriate.
It is the firm belief of the Campus that, when controversial images are
printed, readers may become offended and respond accordingly. The Campus respects the opinions of those readers whom dissent from the opinion
of the Campus, and welcome criticism of any editorial content of the paper.
Any individual who wishes to express their opinion regarding the
newspaper's content is invited to address a letter Jo the editor.
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(continued from page 1)

decreases in operational budgets,"
Ken Hayes, chair of the political science
department said. "It's really upsetting to
see this happen."
In an interview last week, in the spirit
of the Governor's state of the state address, Lick spoke out on several of these
issues.
"If you take our environment, we have
attempted to move the University of
Maine forward in new directions that are
enhancing in terms of quality; serving
more broadly than ever before; and being more effective in how we respond to
the needs of our students, the people of
the state and the state itself," Lick
said.
-tIrlItTmtstliatty, Lick Mout,
UMaine would be forced to change. He
discussed restrictions on hiring, cutbacks
in all areas of the university, layoffs, and
_tuition incrcastI_______
"It represents a lot of mijiir change.
Change is very scary, not because (people) always disagree with it, but partially because they don't know what it's going to mean to them, to their career, to
their profession, to their values. And we
have had a fair amount of change
here."
The last four years
In the four years since Lick took office, he has given a boost to the minority programs and athletics. He has focused on the status of women at UMaine,
increasing enrollment, just to name a
few. But he has been the subject of
statewide scrutiny.
He has been called the "Jock strap
president" by his audience. His proathletic attitude has cost him many allies
in the state, including a handful of
legislators.
He has been criticized for his policies.
The reorganization of colleges at
UMaine angered many faculty and student groups. His remarks about black
athletes, which prompted a report on
pluralism at UMaine scarred his minority constituency.
Last year, he angered many people in
the state house and the university community by selling duplicate pieces of preColumbian artifacts for the construction
of the baseball clubhouse, and the ques-tionable use of his discretionary fund.
The biggest challenge
Now, Lick faces what many claim is
his "biggest challenge." He and his administration must decide where the
university must cutback. Ultimately, the
administration will determine who will
stay and who will go.
Recognizing this dilemma, Lick praised the university community.
"They are very positive about the
change. But I think there are some who

are quite uncomfortable about it. Either
they disagree with it or they don't like
how it's going to impact them, or their
career, or their department or the things
they like the most. And as a result, you
could see why they might be resistant."
Citing the reorganization of colleges,
Lick recalled the roadblocks he encountered. He understood the resistance,
he said, but the decision was "for the
best."
The administration is the scapegoat
for past and present problems.
"(People) tend to continue to look to
say 'I told you that guy doesn't know
what he's doing: or 'the administration
a7ciesir-r
tr'S-g01
-17g:
When more of these controversial
changes occur, or more things are impacting the institution, like budget cuts, then
people get upset, he said.
"It's easy to point a finger ani3 say'Ifs
his fault!"
The budgets in other states

unhappy.
"I think you'll find, however, that if
you go out and check....you'll find I still
have a really broad base of support.
These are not necessarily people who
agree with every decision I make, but
these are people who are pleased with the
direction the University of Maine is going, and they believe that I am a
reasonable and fair person, and that I
am providing a leadership to help Maine
move into the nineties."

enough. The cuts are going to be
inevitable.
"I've got to believe they respect
that," he said.
Now, the true colors will come
through. Lick and his staff must face an
angry state, legislature, but most importantly a divided university.

Lick and the Legislature
Lick has his opposition. He knows it.
•
-"NCR ITC

7cznitrs rITTIT,

LEats

_

ITT'

at the university. He feels the community is behind him. He feels the BOT is
behind him. And most importantly, as
more cuts are in sight, he feels optimistic
The leggliduie is behind-1E1—
n.
"With a bulk of the legislature I still
have a reasonable perception there.
There are some things we have done that
they have not agreed with, or they have
not understood, and therefore have not
agreed with. On the other hand, they
have seen all the other things that have
happened at the University of Maine,
and how we are so much more effectively
serving the people of this state, and the
state itself, and how we are so much
more intimately involved in the affairs
in the state, in a positive and constructive way, and how we've been able to do
thingsto serve Maine and thestudents of
Maine that we could not do in the past.
There are so many good things happening I think they help to balance off some
of those negative things."
Lick's critics say his argument is not

'

We see it happening now in the state
of Maine with the legislature blaming
the governor for the shortfalls in the
economy. Nobody could have predicted
the downturn, they missed it in every
New England state.
New Hampshire is facing a two year
A Play by David Mamet
revenue drop of $170 million. Vermont
Directed by Reed Farrar
is facing a $35 million revenue drop from
the general budget of $600 million.
Massachusetts announced they are lookPavilion Theater February 8-10, at 8:00 p.m.,
ing at a $500 million shortfall in this
and February 11, at 2:00 p.m.
year's $12 billion budget. Rhode Island
$4 00 General Pubiie
Free with student ID
is facing a projected 1.75 million shortfall in the $1.5 billion budget. And Connecticut faces only a $90 million shortfall in its $6.3 billion budget.
Lick feels blaming Gov. McKernan is
unfair in this case.
A CELEBRATION OF
"To blame the governor and say he's
at fault for that downturn is really very
unfair. But that's the way it is.
Sometimes you kill the messenger if you
don't like the message. And the message
H
MON
T
for us is that we're going to have to make
The Art Department, University of Maine Museum of Art and Office of
some drastic cuts whether we want to or
Indian Programs and Minority Services presents
not.,
'
Once again, the recession reveals the
strong. Whether Lick remains standing
A SPIKE LEE FILM FESTIVAL
after the bout is over is still up in the air.
with discussions
Some legislators and faculty say Lick is
going down.
"Some people would like to say, `(the
university's budget is) Dale Lick's fault:
SCHEDULE Of EVENTS
or if they don't disagree with some element of what I've done, 'It's Dale Lick's
fault! And that's natural," he said.
SCHOOL DAZE Wednesday, February 7th at 6:30 pm,
But is the teflon president still safe? --NeVille Hall. Room 101, Discussion Leader: Dr. Esther N. Rauch
In Lick eyes, is the negativism increasing because of the budget cuts?
SHE'S GOTTA HAVE IT: Wednesday, February 7th at 9:00 pm
"Sure. It's taking some people who
Neville Hall, Room 101
may have been unhappy about
something and making them even more
7:00 pm

THE MI NI

BLACK HISTORY

DO THE RIGHT THING: Thursday. February 8th at
Neville Hall, Room 101Discussion Leaders:
Dr. Karen-edis Barzman and Ms. Cheryl Daly

NOTICE
The University of Maine ST17'DENT
Credit Union is announeing new
hours in response to internal
record keeping needs.
The new hours are:
Monday 10-3
CL011111D
WZDNXBDAY 9-12
Thursday 10-3
Friday 10-3
We're sorry for any inconvenience.
We will resume regular hours at
further notice

THE MAKING OF 'DO THE RIGHT THING': Friday, February 9th
at 7 (1,11 pm. Neville Hall, Room 101
JOE'S BED-STUY BARBER-WE CUT HEADS: Friday, February\9th
at 8:30 pm, Neville Hall. %am 101
Sponsored by
College of Arts and Humanities, Art Department, Office of fildian Program and Minority Servtcee.
(Center of Student Services) , University of Maine Museum of Art, History Department. Honors
Program, English Department, Division of Student Affairs, Office of
the President, Afro American Student Association, Maine Peace Action Committee
For more information call 581-1417/ 3245, 3255, University of Maine, Orono, Maine
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Dumont named president of UMFK
previous posts include Executive Assistant
to the President at Towson State University in Maryland and chairman of the
Department of Sociology and
Philosophy at Tennessee Technological
University. From 1969 to 1974 he was a
member of the faculty at Bates College
in Lewiston.
Dumont is a Psychology graduate of
the University of Maine, from which he
graduated Phi Beta Kappa and Summa
cum Laude, and he earned his Ph.D. in
Sociology at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.
His appointment is "certainly one of
the most exciting and rewarding events
of my life," said Dumont, "and this
day is made even more memorable in
that The tsuarct action nas taicen mace
right here on the campus of my beloved
alma mater, the University of Maine."
The new President's publications include a book, "The American View of
Death: Acceptance or Denial?" coauthored by Dennis C. Foss; many book
reviews; and some 50 articles and papers
in professional and disciplinary journals.
Dumont said he is committed to
UMFK remaining "true to its historic
mission of service to the citizens of the
State of Maine and the St, John Valley
and to continuing to provide opportunities for people of all ages and circumstances to realize their higher education goals and to develop the knowledge,
skills, and perspectives required for
career success, good citizenship, and a
commitment to lifelong learning."
Dumont said he plans to continue
building on the strengths of UMFK-its
distinctive bilingual and bicultural location and traditions; its natural environment; its small size; and its dedicated
faculty and staff.

ORONO - Richard G. Dumont, Interim
President of the University of Maine at
Fort Kent since July 1989 has been
named President of the insitution by the
University of Maine Board of Trustees.
Dumont was one of 92 applicants
from around the nation. A ten-member
search committee headed by Trustee
James A. Storer evaluated the applications and invited three final candidates
to visit the campus in December.
Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury
made the final selection and recommended Dumont to the Trustees.
"A more perfect match of man and
mission is hard to imagine," said
Woodbury."He is a broad-based scholar
and arInnnicirator of national repute
áiidI most appropnate or all, he is
thoroughly in tune with the very special
character of the St. John Valley. Dick
Durnont is an ideal choice for Fort Kent,
and-f look forward to working closely
with him during the new decade."
Dumont said he "accepted with enthusiasm and determination.. the
challenge and responsibilities with which
I have been entrusted, and I consider it
a privilege to have the opportunity to
provide leadership to UMFK as it positions itself and prepares its students for
the new decade and for life in the 21st
century."
Dumont,49, joined the campus in
August 1988 as Vice President for
Academic Affairs and was named Interim President on the resignation of
former President Barbara Leondar. He
will be paid $68,000 in his new post,
which becomes effective immediately.
Dumont came to UMFK from the vice
presidency for academic affairs at Northwest Missouri State University. Other
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Richard G. Dumont was named president of the University of Maine at Fort
Kent by the University of Maine Board of Trustees at their meeting last week.
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Re-scheduled
Tuesday, February 6
2:30- 7 pm
Memorial Union
Damn Yankee
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Quality of campus
life being studied
(CPS)- The scene: a woman, short on
at high prices at the landlord's store. She
money, rents a small room.
works in old buildings that frequently
But the landlord, hoping to avoid debt
are in disrepair. Her supervisors are onhimself, rented rooms to too many peoly supervisors-in-training; many are
ple, and doesn't have one open for our
foreign-born and difficult to understand.
citizen. He assigns her to a space in a
Her supervisors assign her to work
public lounge, without a restroom, that
after hours at the library. To get there,
she shares with other tenants until the
she must walk because the buses, also
landlord makes sure his finances are in
owned by the landlord, don't run often
order. When they are, he lets her move
at night. She is frightened because the
to a two-person room with three people.
streets are dark, and there have been
Once in the room, which is decades
rumors of assaults and rapes. She does
old and in some disrepair, she must live
not know if they're true, however,
by the.landlOrd's rules for who she can
because the landlord won't let the local
have visit her. The landlord also has rules
newspaper. which he publishes. report
Wiiji sne-carrcome-ttEn
-re at rugnt,
crime news.
what she drinks in her room and what
* *•
art she displays.
The woman described above is not the
The building, moreover, is not secured
unfortunate resident ciLan....inner city
againayrkninals. Some people living on
slum, but gel .v.
u1C co
another-floor are a-little scam-and call - lege student.
her names. Meals are often rubbery and _
Her plight, however, is real.
tasteless.
Many of the 12 million collegians in
Her landlord is also her boss. She • .
(see QUALITY page 7)
must buy the tools needed for her job

•Budget

continued from page I)

McKernan plans to brief reporters,
legislative leaders and the Appropriations Committee Monday morning.
Plans were being finalized to address the
Legislature late Monday afternoon.
Already, the administrz:ion has tapped some "non-Cabinet" agencies, including the courts and the state university system, for $10 million in cuts.
McKernan has said that 100 to 150 state
workers would face layofts due to the
revenue crunch.
Maine's $210 million figure - more
than triple the prelimnary $67 million
projection given by the administration
last month - results from a reduction in
the rate of growth that had been anticipated earlier, said Lyford..
He said that the cuts reflected in the
latest figure result from a slowed-down
economy that also has other New
England states searching for _places to
trim programs and services.---"It's all driven by the etonomy,"
said Lyford. "Everyone else is in the
same boat."
In New Hampshire, the House
adopted a revised budget last week that
is roughly $100 million in the red,
although anticipated adjustments reduced that shortfall to about $77 million.
Meanwhile, the House is looking at a

package of tax and fee proposals thi
would almost eliminate the Granite
State's shortfall. The Senate plans to vote
on a budget Thursday, even though it
differs with the House on economic
forecasts.
In Vermont, Gov. Madeleine Kunin-is
likely to once again lower her revenue
forecast for this fiscal year, officials said.
The administration has projected that
the state will collect between $550
million and $565 million this fiscal year.
Depending on the amount collected, the
deficit could run between $7.5 million
and $22.5 million, the administration
says.
Legislators are considering covering
the shortage through payments from a
state contigency fund, or by carrying a
small deficit to next year.
Kunin says she will not accept a deficit
and is proposing a number of tax increases. Vermont has also imposed
across-the-board departmental cuts and
a hiring freeze.
In Maine, about $190 million of the
total projected shortfall is attributed to
lagging collections of sales and individual income taxes, said Rep. Judith
Foss, R-Yarmouth, a member of the
budget-reviewing Appropriations
Committee.

Volatile economy
blamed for crisis
AUGUSTA (AP)- Ask Gov. John
R. McKernan about the political implications of Maine's projected
budget shortfall, which more than
tripled last week to $210 million, and
he'll tell you about Joe Brennan and
tax indexing.
Republican McKernan sees a tidy
parallel here - two chief executives rising to overcome fiscal crises - and
cites it to underscore his assertion that
Brennan, his Democratic predecessor
ferior public servant.
Brennan, McKernan is quick to
point out, orchestrated the repeal of
the retroactive features .of tax indexing shortly after Maine voters approved it in 1982 - depriving taxpayers of
a potential $32 million rebate.
"A back-door increase less than 60
days after the voters had said they
wanted a tax cut," as McKernan
put it.
"I'm not going to reach into people's pockets when they're not looking and take money out to balance the
budget," he said.
Now, this may make good campaign rhetoric, but it obscures the
whole truth. In fact, in the weeks of
deep budget-cutting ahead, McKernan may find himself envying the
situation that confronted Brennan
seven years ago.
Indexing is a mechanism that ties
the
system to the inflation
- income-tax
rate, meaning fewer taxpayers are
forced into higher brackets as a result
of cost-of-living pay increases. Its
champion in Maine was Republican
Charles Cragin, who also was Brennan's re-election challenger in 1982.
Though indexing ultimately proved to have popular appeal, winning
by a nearly 3-2 margin, its complexity got in Cragin's way: it took him two
years to collect enough signatures to
put the question on the ballot.
And that was the rub: By the time

the proposition was approved, its effective date was a year and a half old.
Tax money that taxpayers were suddenly entitled to keep had. already
been collected and mostly spent.
Brennan had basically two choices:
cramming two years of budget cuts
into the six months left in that fiscal
year, to free up the money for a
rebate, or legislating a change in the
effective date of indexing to 1983,
erasing the need for a rebate.
A rnirl nn crnnll amruint cif criticism
from Republicans in the Legislature,
but ultimately with ample GOP support, he took the latter course.
_ To _ this day, it's not evident that
voters felt terribly betrayed-by the loss
of retroactive indexing, which was
never more than an unintended byproduct of the referendum plan. Taxpayers have continued to benefit from
indexing since 1983, and Brennan has
gone on to win two terms in
Congress.
McKernan cannot solve his fiscal
problems by changing dates. The
revenue projections that hi3 administration provided as the basis for
the budget turned out to be excessive
- to the tune of $210 million through
mid-1991 - a problem not of overcollected taxes, but of taxes that won't
be collected.
To a degree, it is fortunate the errors were caught so early in the twoyear budget cycle. At least the cuts
needed to prevent the shortfall can be
spread out as much as 17 months.
McKernan, citing similar problems
in other northeastern states, portrays
himself as the victim of a volatile
economy: "I wish I'd been the only
person in America with a crystal ball
last spring who had seen how bad the
economy was going to get."
— Back in 1982, Brennan probably
longed for a crystal ball of his own
to foretell how voters would respond
to indexing.
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Calvin and Hobbes
QUIZ:
Jack and 3oe leave their
homes at the same time and
drive toward each other. 3ack
drives at. EA mph, whik. lot
dnves at 30 mph The, pass
each other In 10 minutes.

1.iolv Car apart were Jack
and „Joe when thei started

by Bill Watterson
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Turnpike
closed
due to
storm
(AP)- The Maine Turnpike was closed for more than an hour Sunday after
a snowstorm blinded drivers and sent
their cars skidding into each other, causing numerous pileups along the 100-mile
road.
"It seemed like every time we had an
accident reported, they'd call in and say
two more happe_'_" dispatcher Citn7
dy Tarbox of the state ponce barracks in
Gray said after the wrecks were cleared
and the turnpike re-opened. Sunday.
_
afternoon.
"Too numerovd,Wcotia0-41(killan.
McGoff of the turiiPike's communications center, when asked how many
chain-reaction accidents occurred.
The speed limit on the highway, which
remained snow-covered even as plows
and sanding trucks continued working,
was reduced to 45 mph.
While it was still closed, state police
asked ski resorts to urge customers to
stay put in order to avoid more havoc on
the- highways..
"I said, 'You wanted the skiers. You
keep 'em:" Tarbox said.
Molly Woodson, director of special
events at Sunday River in Bethel, said
resort employees were advising skiers
who asked about road conditions that it
might be a good idea to stay overnight.
The National Weather Service
predicted accumulation of up to 14 inches in the Portland and Augusta areas
and in the western foothills, and up to
10 inches in the Penobscot County area.
Smaller accumulations were expected in
the Arrostook County and Down East.
In Orono, state police reported some
cars had slid off Interstate 95, but that
traffic overall was very light.
In neighboring New Hampshire, state
police reported many minor accidents
and cars off the roads, especially secondary roads. The snowstorm also forced
some churches to call off services and
Sunday school classes.
Shoppers hoping to take refuge from
the storm indoors at a mall were disappointed, as the Mall of New Hampshire
and the Fox Run Mall closed for the day.
The biggest commercial airport in the
state, at Manchester, was offering
sporadic service with some flights
canceled and others delayed as crews
tried to keep runways clear.
,
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the U.S. find themselves paying higher
prices"to live in substandard housing, go
to classes in ill-maintained buildings,
listen to teachers who themselves may
not be trained to teach or communicate
well in English, and abide by increasingly
intrusive rules governing what they can
do, say, drink and even visit.
The slipping quality of students' lives
finally became a formal national issue
Jan. 18 when Ernest Boyer, Head of the
prestigious Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, called on administrators to pay more attention to it.
L Boyer urged some 1,200 educators at
a Washington, D.C., meeting of the
American Council on Education to reinvent the campuses as conunutUties that
are etter places in which to live.Boyer's remarks, a preview of a majoistuclentspialoity oflife reportdue out

this spring, echo a recent series of lowlevel, scattered student protests of
"quality of life" issues like security,
housing, food, overcrowded classrooms,
ill-prepared teachers and crumbling
buildings.
"You can't get the service you pay
for," said Western Michigan University (WMU)student Alphus Potter in a
typical complaint, "and now they charge
more."
Since last September, students at
Marygrove College in Detroit, Paine College in Georgia and the University of
South Carolina-Columbia, for example,
have held rallies and sit-ins calling for
better protection from local crime.
Fp2rint th2t eamnus notice couldn't
protect them, students at kspalachtan
State University in North Catolina
bought an unusual number of handguns,

MI

on
fatal fire needed
Brasslett said officials are trying to set
a time frame to determine how advance
the fire was before a call was placed to
the fire department.
The ()rono Fire Department is searHe said the call of the fire was receivching for an unknown female, possibly
ed at 10:50 p.m and firefighters arrived
a University of Maine student,
on the scene at 10:52 p.m, however, the
for questioning regarding a fatal fire
exact time of the fire is still uncertain.
last December in Orono.
"The first report we received here was
Orono Fire Chief Duanne Brasslett is
a girl in .trouble because she was hollercrediting the woman for saving the life
of David Nickels, the only survivor of ing and screaming. The call came in that
there was a young woman being aca fire that killed two other children and
a teenager on Grove Street in Orono, costed," he said. "Then people woke
up and looked across the street and saw
Dec. 20.
house on fire."
Laura,
the
as
identified
The victims were
It was determined the woman might
4, Brian,6 and Michael Nickels, 16. Acbe a university student, he said, because
cording to Brasslett, David Nickels
were unable to find her after
down
officials
escaped the fire after being coaxed
from the roof by the unknown woman. checking neighboring homes and conducting interviews along Grove Street.
At the time of the fire, the children's
a
"We presume she may have been at a
at
mother, Jennifer Nickels, was
bar or visiting a friend and was
local
Christmas
wrapping
home
friend's
walking back to a dormitory on campus
presents.
at the time of the fire," he said.
Officials would also like to question
Brasslett said it is important for the
woman about whether or not she
the
young lady to come forward and indenany hollering or smoke detectors
heard
questioned
be
'can
she
tify herself so
from the house.
coming
about the "cause and origin" of the fire.
did she hear, what did she see?
"What
He said the woman was the first to ingirl that did it (saved David)
the
sure
I'm
and
screaming
itially report the fire by
she is. She doesn't know
who
know
must
hollering for help in the street.
to interview her and
like
would
we
that
"We would like to know at what point
said.
he
her,"
thank
also
him
encourage
she did do that. Did she
information that could
with
Anyone
for
hollering
before
roof
the
off
to jump
lead to the identification of the woman
help, or did she holler for help and then
is asked to call the Orono Fire Departroom?"
encourage him to jump off the
ment at 866-4451.
he said.
Ke‘in 1enggren
Staff Writer

A CoNflict
ResolutioN Wortkshop
Will tre belt)
tOURS. Feb. 8tt)
FROM 6:30-8:30

Notzth BaNgotz LOUNQC
STLICIENI UNION

mace and istun guns in the wake of a students picketed a groundbreaking
September Murder of an ASU classmate, ceremony for a new research building,
local gun shops reported.
asking administrators to put money into
Taking refuge in student housing, jilting better teachers instead.
moreover, probably wouldn't help. Stu-'
1 "We are demonstrating that we care
dent complaints about dorm conditions, about our education, and we wanted to
bad plumbing, poorly insulated walls show the trustees we feel there is an imand inattentive maintenance staffs have balance between education and
prompted complaints at Stephens Col- research," aplained student Ken
the
for
spokesman
lege in Missouri, the universities of Utah Herold,
•
and Maryland at Baltimore County and
demonstrators.
Tulane University in New Orleans.
Demonstrations on other campuses
WMU's Potter recalled that, during have been more strident.
Last April, students at Morris Brown
summer school, his dorm's rooms were
College in Atlanta took over the adoften without electricity or hot water.
Students at the State_University of ministration building to protest condiNew York at Brockport were livid upon tions in classrooms, dorms and the
discovering there was_still.cancer-causing eakteria. They also said they were
1C% VT
frusri teu vy
asnestos m rneIr riorin waiis.
— "We've got big cracks in the walls, so --response to previous complaints about
they put caulking in them," donn_resi- the quality_ of student life.
Now, eight months later, it's unclear
dent Paul Skibinski told The Stylus, the
whether administrators have been more
student newspaper.
Classroom buildings often aren't in responsive.
"I don't mean to downplay (the
much better shape. Short on cash, many
schools have put off maintaining the takeover)," said college spokeswoman
Gloria McKinley,"but everything is fine
buildings for years.
"They've been used and used and us- at the campus."
"It was three weeks before we had a
ed without regular maintenance,"
meeting about asbestos, and then they
noted Allan Pfnister, a higher education
told us it won't hurt us unless we breathe
professor at the University of Denver.
Fixing the buildings now would be it," SUNY-Brockport's Skibinski said
enormously expensive. A 1987 Society of officials' response to student comfor _College and 1 Iniversity, Planning plaints about_ asbestos in the dorm.
"They told us not to stir it up," he
study estimated each American campus
nees an average of $25 million to bring recalled. "How can we not? We live
its structures into compliance with cur- there."
While Boyer's Jan. 18 address held
rent building codes.
some promise that campus officials naStudents suffer the effects of not dotionwide might respond to student pleas
ing so. "The quality of learning is affor better services more urgently, most
fected by the quality of an instituobservers figured students themselves
tion," observed Walter Schaw of the
would have to make them.
Association of Physical Plant AdBill Coplin, faculty sponsor of
ministrators of Colleges and
Syracuse University's Undergraduates
Universities.
for Better Education, predicted change
More students are in fact protesting
won't occur until students force it.
the quality of the learning, regardless of
have to have more power. If
"Students
for
use
their
schools
buildings
which
they have more power, they will force the
classes.
faculty and the administration to do betThanks to pressures on full professors
ter."
to do research and publish, an increasTo do so, Coplin thought the students
ing number of course selections are. behave to "break rules, complain,
will
ing taught by grad students who, in turn,
a nuisance of yourself." Asked
make
may be less than proficient in English.
thought the quality of higher
he
if
Students as the University of Arizona
education will improve, however, he addand Michigan State, Iowa State and
"Pm not optimistic."
ed,
Syracuse universities, among others,
can complain, but nothing's ever
"You
have fielded complaints about hard-tomourned Western Michigan
done,"
assistants.
understand teaching
Schiller. "That's life.
Steve
student
In October, 35 Clarkson University
UOIAUI13L1aL'..,.j

Read The Maine Campus Monday,
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Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that
you verify enrollment status on
periodic basis.
Accordingly. the following times and places have
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February 5 and ending on February 9
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Editorial
Who's to blame?

Cult

ho will be to blame? Who will be to blame
for the state's deficit._Humans have this rare
gift of blaming others when something goes
wrong. Humans also have another rare gift of not admitting to their mistakes. "Blame somebody else" is a good
motto for a politician.
Lest week Gov. John McKernan announced the budget
shortfall is much more than anticipated. The deficit
jumped from a bone stirring $67 million to a mind boggling $210 million. Immediate blame goes to the governor by

To the Editor:

UVUNI...1

Jock made one big mistake that may lose him the reelection bid for governor. He predicted.
After a slip in the sales tax revenues last year Jock cut
his sales tax revenue projections by $106 million figuring
that the prolilem was Short term.
Wrong! McKernan assumed peoplemexe taking a slight
break from heavy spending. McKernan was so optimistic
that spending would increase through the year, he
predicted inillioLs of dollars in tax revenues in other accounts. Jock slightly underbid his revenue expectations by
approximately $95 million. So Jock has now left the rest
of the state holding the bag, including UMaine. The
UMaine system was forced to cut $6 million from its
budget. Half of the money will come from UMaine alone.
As can be expected a chain reaction has begun to take
effect. State hits university system...systems hits individual
schools... schools nail academic departments as well as
other miscellaneous items, such as tuition.
Although a reasonable increase is usually expected in
tuition every year, next year's tuition will take a sharper
than average increase.
As usual the students don't have any say in the final
outcome. As usual students will be expected to take it on
the chin and pay their bill.
Don't forget if you are a little late paying your bill the
compassionate university will give you a possible extension
as well as a late fee.
Students will then turn around and blame Dale Lick for
the increase. Don't blame him, he had nothing to do with
it. Blame the guy with the blonde hair who sits in
Augusta

T

ne Christian Science Mon,tor
os Anideies Times Syndicate

Wanted: painlessImning

After seven semesters here,
I've had one or two professors
I would label "exceptionally
good!'
And even though it seems
premature, I'm finding that one
of those two teaches a class I'm
enrolled in this semester.
Why? Several reasons:
The first day he wasted no
time communicating on a student level.
He walked into the classroom
and said: "Is this the room for
Abnormal Psychology?"
Someone gave him an
answer.
"Good," he said, looking
at the periodic chart on the
wall, "I really wasn't prepared
T}f UNVERSITY OF MANE NEVAPAPER SINCT 1675P
15
IIMOMMIN
to teach a chemistry class."
Humor, I thought. That's
Monday, February 5, 1990
no. 9
vol. 106
always a good sign. I can usually tell a boring instructor right
Steven M. Pappas
away. He didn't fulfill the
Editor
criteria.
After the class settled in, he
explained that when he was in
William M. Fleteher
college, his main concern on the
Business Manager
first day of classes was if the
professor was going to talk for
whole class period. He said
the
John Begin, Assistant Editor
today's discussion wouldn't take
Eric Roach, Assistant Business Manager
long: about 15 minutes.
Damon Kiesow, Managing Editor
Hm. Giving us some free
Jonathan Bach, City Editor
time we didn't plan on. That's
Andy Bean, Sports Editor
cool.
Rick Bodwell, Opinion Editor
That also showed he emTammy Hartford, Features Editor
pathizes with students; showed
he's conscious of the way most
John Baer, Photo Editor
students think. He can relate.
Galen Perry, Beth Boucher, Ad Managers
Another good sign.
Ralph Bartholomew, Ad Production Manager
He explained the dynamics of
Chris Dyer, Ad Production Manager
the class: one expensive textbook, four multiple choice ex,•
ams and a comprehensive final.
The opinions contained in any columns, letters or cartoons appearing in the Maine Campus
He'll drop the lowest test.
are those of the author or artist and do not necetsarity represent those of the Campus or
Translation: he probably knows
its staff.
that students have off-days and
can blow a test. Benefits for us.
The Maine Campus is published three times a week at the University of Maine.
Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall, Suite 7A, UMaine, Orono, Me., 04469.
Yet another good sign.
Telephone numbers: Editor, 581-1271; Advertising, 581-126; Subscriptions, AcAfter that, he opened the texcounts, 581,1272; City Editor 581-1270; Newsroom, 531-1267, 1269; Sports,
(after apologizing how
tbook
141-1268. Printed at the Ellsworth American, Ellsworth, Me.(c)Copyright 1990,
expensive it was)to a picture of
The Maine Campus. All rights reserved.
the three smiling authors on the

Jon Bach
introduction pages.
"How much is the book?" he
asked a student. Someone gave
him an answer.
"Forty-four bucks? Now you
know why these guys are smiling!"
At any rate, on that first day
he'd quickly got my attention
and I had an impression of him
as being able to communicate in
student-ese. And judging from
the class reactions to his humor
and class structure, I don't think
I'm the only one.
Two days later, he started the
first class. He used a lot of
devices to get the class participating. Most importantly,
getting them wanting to
participate.
Some teachers use polls:
"How many here have ever..."
Others use the one question,
many answer technique: "What
does abnormal mean?" And
some use my favorite, the
"what-ir' technique: "What if
a man was born homosexual
and decided later on that he liked the opposite sex? Is he
heterosexual?" That technique
gets the class thinking about all
kinds of answers. He used all
these techniques.
Attention captured. Mission

accomplished. The students
were all probahty thinking
about their responsess to those
questions and scenarios because
he wanted their input and, by
the way, it related to what we
were talking about.
Most of the teachers I've had
missed the boat. They've been
plain and unstimulating. Add
those variables to a course that
you're not too fired up about in
the first place, and you've got
death by boredom.
Boring teachers earn their title by taking for granted that
they know the material
backwards and forwards and
choose to present it to the class
backwards.
Boring teachers also use the
standard use-every-minute-ofthe-class-and-then-some lecture
technique, complete with
monotone voice, overhead
screens with hard-to-see
diagrams, and handouts copied
from professional journals. No
occasional guest speaker, no
costumes to demonstrate a
point, no real-life, relevant
correlations.
I realize that few teachers are
performers. Then again, not all
of us need to be so blatantly
stimulated to learn. But props,
"explosive" experiments and
class interaction leaves little
room for boredom. Boredom is
the death of learning.
Am I suggesting that instructors resort to cheap theatrics to
teach? Yes and no. Just as long
as the devices are practical,
attention-getting, relevant actions which demonstrate and
communicate.
"Painless" learning. That's
what more of my classes need.
Jonathan Bach would love to
be a teacher, but doesn't want
to wastefour years ofsuffering
through boring teachers to get
his journalism degree.
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Response
Cultural commmunities are ignored
To the Editor:
Last week I had a discussion
by phone with Maine Campus
reporter Dan McEnerny. While
his front page article (Maine
Campus of January 26, 1990)
on the UM B.O.T. Task Force on
Pluralism certainly captured
Most LA Mr Spit it Di out CITSL.ussion, some Of the word endings
seem to have strayed — such as
assimilated/integrated way (his)
rather than assimilative/integrative process(mine) — all of
which tended to obscure the intended meaning. Please allow
me to elaborate.
Most of Maine's non-WASP
cultural communities — Native
American, FrancoAmerican,
AfroJewish-American,
American and many more —
have been ignored by the U.M.
since_its fniinfling morr thaVi a
century ago. This means that
the history, language, folklore
and literature of these communities have not found their
way into public school textbooks or into a scholarly body
of knowledge with legitimacy in
the Academy. The consequences
in part have been that certain
cultural/linguistic identities, or
unpreferred models as I like to
name this bias, in this state hve
not been welcomed and accepted in the public place.
Worse, the manifestations and
expressions of these identities
have been historically denigraged by educational institutions
and social services agencies.
The impact of this institutional
support for this collective
amnesia is that whole communities have lost or are losing_
access to their collective and individual memories — their'
voices.

The institutional centralization of "appropriate" artistic
expression has rolled over the
roots of this diversity of potential creative expression. The
historical contributions of these
cultural communities and their
forebears have not been worthik
of study and inclusion in the
....

ee.az•enusoba...m•

Cultural Pluralism in Maine
is a major untapped resource It
cannot be positively and productively dealt with through
remedial models of action
which require more imitative
behaviors. The blindness of
those who have the power, the
responsibility of managing the

gig Moe,.10{1.{.VM• VW alit,

6,1.1.1.4am," wit

a rejection which has been ex-dissemination --of
and
pensive for all Mainers. At work
knowledge in all disciplines affecting human activity in _ are all the unchallenged attitudes, perceptions and preMaine. The most effective way
of disempowering a people — - judices which we inherit and
which are supported by a
short of physically causing them
culturally crippled curriculum
to nearly disappear from the
we ingest from
which
landscape as happened to
kindergarten through doctoral
Native Americans — is to make
studies.
their history (their self
I'm convinced that language
knowledge and appreciation)
is not a major obstacle. I've
and their language (their expresbeen at least bilingual most of
sion of that identity) inaccessimy life. I have gotten over the
ble to them (the owners) in the
arrogance of believing 1 could
institutions which in this
be a WASP, a retreaded Anglo.
democracy are set up to serve
I also would make a poor
them.
Penobscot or ItalianAmerican
This practice has to date an
for example. As an imitation of
unbroken record. it is an
another identity, I could not
assimilative process which is
possibly have access to a collecprofoundly injurious to self
tive unconscious reflective of
esteem, individual and collecthousands of years of evolution
tive. It diminishes the possibili— culture and language being
ty of access to realization of full
the major manifestations of
potential. It lowers aspirations.
that evolution. Were I to atIn fact, this process imposes
tempt it, my sources and tools
rituals of conformity at an earof creativity would be shallow
ly age by daily academic
and superficial. I would
demonstration in the school —
sacrifice access to a sense of
in History classes, French
classes (for Franco-Americans) place and a sense of self.
Imitation is the sincerest
— academic models which
form of flattery except when it's
drive home the concept that cerforcibly imposed. I find it pertain communities do not have a
sonally and professionally
valid history, a legitimate
opressive that the identities and
language (in addition to
contributions of so many in
English,) a rich body of folklore
Miane are still pressed through
and artists of all sorts.
assimilative filters resulting in
This vacuum of awareness in
diminished self-esteem and
the academic community — in
aspirations.
_Maine public schools and

Free speech is
terrible to waste
Too many American's twist
the liberating possibilities of
free speech. Who am Ito break
First of all, I want to clearly
a trend? In reference to the letstate that I'm proud to be an 1 ter of 1/29/90: since when does
American. Americans are a
God need you to stick up for
healthy breed. We pay taxes,
him? In reference to the letter of
vote every chance we get, prac1/31/90: I suggest that such a
tice freedom of religion, and if "benevolent guy" shouldn't take
we're lucky, freedom of speech.
valuable time out of what is, no
Now honestly I'm a live and let
doubt, a busy schedule, to make
live kind of guy but lately the
veiled threats toward carpages of the DC have been
toonists, bur rather to pursue
soiled by some pretty extreme
tasks more in line with his emouses of our freedom of speech., tional and intellectual aptitudes,
Oh,I know what you're saying,
like bullying the lunch money
veryone has a right to say stupid
from children or making crank
stuff, buddy. It is our constituphone calls to planned parentional right! Well, you got me
thood clinics.
there. It is true that any spud
Free speech is a terrible thing
who can put paper to pen to
to waste.
paper has a chance to dump out
intolerance and voice their
Brad Finch
vague threats. That's the shame
Elm St., Orono
of it.
To the editor:

Maine Higher Ed. —is
negatively experienced by nearly
half the population of this
State. This invisibility contributes greatly to the notion
that Maine is a homogeneous
State. And those communities
or their members who would
express difference are refused

justification to strangers to
Maine's cultural diversity, the 20
year struggle for me goes on —
for others the costs are much
larger, the wait much longer.
Will the current activity dealing
with cultural pluralism be more
than lip service? Will it focus on
Maine cultural diversity? Will

171-

knowledge about all Maine
citizens must be replaced with
cultural self awareness.
The historical trauma, the
uprooting, the pain inflicted,
the injustice on these Maine
people must be stopped.
The model of action
developed to implement cultural
pluralism must restore the
hisicry and language of Native
Americans, Franco-Americans,
Jews and other Maine cultural
communities to legitimacy in
the academy — sacred places
and privileges be damned.
Maine Franco-Americans of all
ages and places must cease our
own quiet complicitous acquiescence to the diminishing of
our inheritance: identity,
history, culture, language. We
must refuse complicity with all
the assimilative forces which
rob us or access to ourselves,
our sources of creativity, our
tools of self management, our
full self-realization.
The current spate of activity
dealing with cultural diversity is
very attractive and makes excellent PR. Over the last 20
years there have been multitudes
of reports, budgets, justifications, detailed explanations,
committess, task forces, vain
struggles to integrate Maine
multi-cultural fact in the
academy.
While faded on the edges,
tired of accommodations and

restore culture, history and
language to the rightful
owners? Will we come out of
our ethnic closets?
Or do we continue to import
preferred model selves, artificial
worth and legitimacy from
elsewhere? The Maine difference becomes the Maine ignorance when each May hundreds of UM graduates from
Maine enter the job market in
Maine and perpetuate the ignorance, the indifference, the
arrogance in the media — the
BDN and MPBN being excellent examples — in public
schools, in higher education, in
politics, in industry, tourism,
government and social services.
While there is a justifiable
outcry against the possible extinction of flora and fauna, I
take this opportunity to remind
us all that there also exist a
human ecology. And the arrogance inherent in the indifference to, and destruction of,
centuries of human evolution
and the attending time refined
and enriched diversity of
cultural manifestations, that arrogance is at least equal to
building a dam over a
lousewort. Excusez-la!
Sincerely,

Yvon A. Labbe
Alton, Maine
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Play opens at Pavilion

A suspenseful radio play, "The Water becoming rich and famous by creating
Engine" by Pulitzer Prize winning something of nothing. Along the way he
author David Mamet opens Thursday, will encounter sinister gangsters, corrupt
Feb. 8 at 8 p.m. at the University of police and shady lawyers.
Maine's Pavilion Theatre. Additional
A play within a play emerges when the
performances at 8 p.m. will run Friday, actors take on a life of their own, interFeb. 9 and Saturday, Feb. 10, with a 2 changing roles and softening the lines
p.m. matinee Sunday, Feb. 11. Tickets between myth and reality. Thus a cast of
can be purchased at the door before the 11 swells to 50 characters through the
formance
—magic of radio and ensuing
This Maine Masque production is set realities.
in a Chicago radio studio in 1934 where
The director is UMaine graduate stua thriller about a doomed inventor is be- dent Reed Farrar of Farmington who
ing performed. The protagonist is started work on the play last November.
Charles Lang, a factory worker and He did thorough research in the style of
moonlighting inventor, who builds an speech, costuming and commercials,
engine that will run on water. Lang is which intersperse the play, to convey the
seduced by the American dream of feel of the 1930s.

Help !!

Italian opera comes to MCA

Composer Giacomo Puccini's "La
In contrast to this scene of devotion
Boheme," an opera About the liVet -is Mt tin-again;off-again romance or
and loves of four impover#ed artists the painter, Marcello, and the fickle,
living on Paris' Left Bank in the early flirtatious Musetta. Her song, "Quan14th century, will be- presented by the—d0 men--ww" (When I Walk By), is
New York City Opera National Com- among well-known arias featured in the
pany on Friday, Feb. 9, at the Univer- opera.
sity-of Maine.
Rodolfo and Mimi meet and fall in
The production, sung in Italian with love. However, their love is doomed by
a simultaneous English translation pro- their poverty and they are forced into a
'ected onto a screen above the stage, will tender farewell-amid falling-snowflakes
begin at 8 p.m. in Hutchins Concert outside the gates of Paris. In counterHall, Maine Center for the Arts. Per- point to this scene is the verbal battle
formed in association with the Opera between Marcello and Musetta as they
League of Maine, the opera will be also part, but with great bitterness. In
sponsored by Key Bank of Maine and the end, Mimi returns to Rodolfo, only
Key Trust Co. of Maine. For ticket in- to die in his arms.
formation, call the MCA Box Office,
Founded by Beverly Sills in 1979 as
581-1755.
"La Boheme" unfolds in a series of the touring arm of the New York City
vignettes as the high-sprinted bohemians Opera, the New York City Opera Nashare good times and bad, laughing at tional Company currently is on a
misfortune and rejoicing in the lively 10-week tour covering 24 states from
Parisian cafes. At the center of the Maine to Florida, and as far west as
drama stand the poet, Rodolfo, and the Kansas. The 75-member performing
seamstress, Mimi, who share a few brief ensemble includes a 29-piece orchestra,
moments of bittersweet passion before 15 soloists, 16 choristers and a staff of
death claims the sickly young woman. 15.

ROSE BIKE

Late Nite Company is looking
for dependable student volunteers!

Jim needs to eat this winter sale.

20 percent off any
Our program is designed to walk a
- caller safely from a dorm, to the library,
to their car, or whatever the case may be.

parts used in a spring tune-up

SAVE Ille ON MNT BIKES!
1989 GT Tequesta....$349.00;
1989 GT Karakoram....$459.00
Come In and See the 1990 Models

36A Main Street, 866-3525
Work a day that is convenient
for you.
Beepers allow you to go anywhere on campus while "on
duty."

(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)

Taos - Sot 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.; Cksed Sun 1? Mon

EDUCATION THAT WORKS!
CO-OP

-Please contact the ROC office If you would like
to become an escort: 3rd floor, Memorial Union
(across from the Student Govt. office),
or call 581-1760.

_

The U. Maine Cooperative Education
program provides practical work
experience. an income and academic
credit for career-related employment.
An informational session is—being presented in
Penobscot Hall, 8:30 p.m. on February 7th
You are invited to attend to learn how
Co-op Education can focus your career
plans with those future employers.
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Torme, Reddy to appear "Slow Fire" pleases crowd
at UMaine on Sunday

The system, built by Dresher, was a
highlight of the technical aspect of the
production.
Critics have called the program exmind
open
istential
because it deals with suicide and
an
and
patience
A little
were needed for Thursday night's per- loss of spirit.
"I have never been quite sure what exformance of "Slow Fire" at the Maine
means, but if it has anything to
istential
Arts.
the
Center for
do with the loss of materialism, then our
The program, featuring the Paul show is existential,"Eckert said.
Dresher Ensemble, has been called a
The staging and use of properties in
"Rock Opera" for integrating modern
the production was extrordinary. In the
musical and theatrical techniques with
center of the stage was a slanted strucnew technical and visual techniques.
ture that Eckert later performed under.
A screen above the stage served as a mirThe show began with a bang as the
ror
for him as he performed mime.
to__
leAd nerformerRinde Eckert dropped
thEr
wrote
who
PaufDresher,
1(
the fTEed as a makeshift book, house, wall, and
music for "Slow Fire," performed on
door. At one point during the perforthe guitar and keyboard while Gene Refmance, Eckert stood the mats up and
fkin played on electric drums to accomrose up.behind_thon with the use,ofa _
pany Eckert.
lift that the audience could not see.
Eckert incorporated modern dance,
The end of the show was chilling and •
commensocial
mime and song to relay
climactic.
taries on materialism.
A silence fell over the audience as
The program, written by Eckert, Eckert's character Bob, dressed in a
three-piece camoflage suit, pulled out a
focused on a character named Bob and
revolver and screamed,"Real heros die
his experiences with his father.
of old age!"
The music throughout the program
By the end of the show, all of the
was primarily technical rock. The
unusual techniques had justified
ensemble used a tape looping system
allowed Eckert to mix, record, and themselves as the audience gave theperre-play parts of his music while he sang. formers a standing ovation.
by Brenda Ronco
Staff Writer

Helen Reddy
ORONO, Maine - Mel Torme, professional entertainer for more than 50 years,
and singer Helen Reddy, whose Grammy award-winning "I Am Woman"
became the unoffical anthem of the
feminist movement in the 1970s, will
combine forces on Sunday, Feb. 11, at the
University of Maine.
c pvrfurmance, -sponsored—by—theUM Alumni Association with grants
from the classes of 1949, 1954 and 1959,
is scheduled for 8 p.m. in Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts. For
ticket information, call the MCA Box
Office, 581-1755.
Torme, a Chicago native, has attained success in virtually every segment of
the entertainment field. He has won
critical and audience acclaim as a singer,
composer, drummer, TV talk show host,
musical arranger, dramatic actor, TV
producer and vaudeville perfomer. In addition, he is the author of books, TV
shows, and numerous magazine and
newspaper articles.
One of the biggest moments of
Tormes professional life came in 1983

ci lorme
as
the
Grammy
when he was awarded
Best Male Jazz Vocalist for his album,
"An Evening-with George TiearTrig and
Mel Torme." He has received 13
Grammy nominations in his long career.
Torme also has been a frequent guest
performer at the White House during
three presidencies.
Reddy who was
performed live on six continents in locations such as Carnegie Hall and Lincoln
Center in New York, the Royal Albert
hall and the Palladium in London, and
the Opera House in Sydney. Her television specials have been seen in more than
40 countries and the release of her 1977
film, "Pete's Dragon," on video
cassette has attracted a new generation
of fans.
"I Am Woman," which she both
wrote and sang, was Reddy's first No. I
hit song. More top 10 material followed
and records like "Leave Me Alone(Ruby
Red Dress), "Angie Baby." "Delta
Dawn" and "You and Me Against the
World" on gold and platinum selling
albums led to Reddy's_ international
_
multimedia career.

WMEB 91.9 FM : Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz, blues, reggae, and classical music, sports action,
special shows and events, and just a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
to, tune 'ern in 7 days a week:

Only two units left
for Spring Semester
Hubbard Farms
Brand new 2 bdr., 1% bath luxurious
townhouse apartments located within g ••
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Amenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully applianced
kitchens include, microwave, washer, dtyer
in every unit. Spectacular fire placed
living rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to private decks.
Large spacious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights, easily Orono's finest development.
Rents start at t700.00 a month with Januaty's
rent free plus free cable 111 hookup Call now
for your private showing.

•

Don't drink and drive.
YES...
There IS a Bed & Breakfast in Orono, Maine

WIGH LAWN
We would enjoy meeting Family & Friends;
visiting professors; guest speakers.
Please call 866-2272
For information gt retelyttions.
located less than 5 minutes from umpus.

Now accepting applications
for Fall 1990

Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884-7464
Ask For Harvard Ames

UJG,

• The h
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Candidate's night at GSS Tuesday
By Damon Kiesow
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate will hold
a candidate's night Tiresday for the second time in three months.
Because of the nullification of last
December's election the entire process,
from nominations to election had to be
done over. The elections will be held on
February 13.
Also scheduled for the meeting in 100
Nutting Hall is a speech by University
of Maine President Dale Lick. Lick is eh-

pected to talk at 7:00 on the budget cuts
which face UMaine. A short question
and answer period will follow.
At 6:00, before Lick's speech, the student government candidates will be
allowed to speak and answer questions.
Four presidential candidates and three
vice-presidential candidates make up this
semester's ballot.
The tickets are: Gunnar Christensen
and Ed Glover; Chad Crabtree and
Stavros Mendros; Dwight Dorsey; Kurt
Meletzke and Devin Anderson.
Dorsey, who is president of Residents

on Campus is running without a vicepresidential candidate.
According to Dorsey he is without a
running mate because of his last minute
decision .to enter the race.
"I have been thinking about running
for student government for a while."
he said. "I feel I can do a good job."
He said that while he was running
alone, he had a person in mind for vicepresident if he did get elected.
Alica Fencer, chair of the Fair Election Practices Commission, said that if
Dorsey was elected, "He has the option

to nominate a vice-president who would
have to be approved by the senate."
"There are some highly qualified candidates who are committed until after
the election." Dorsey said Thursday.
Dorsey is also running, unopposed,
for re-election to ROC.
The ticket of Gunnar Christensen and
Ed Glover was the unofficial winner in
the December election, before the
nullification. "We are running on a
similar platfOrm as before!' said Glover.
"We would like to get just as much support," as last time, he said, but "We are
upset that people think the last election
was nullified because we did something
wrong!'
ctnp r‘f t ;
Glover, was, "dealing with the faculty senate and the administration.
"They (the faculty senate)seem to be
getting involved in student issues:', he _ _
said.
- Chad Crabtree and Stavros Mendros,
who ran on different tickets in December
decided to run together this time.
Crabtree told the Maine Campus that
they chose to run because, "we thought
we were the best candidates to run."
Crabtree's former running mate, Tom
Magadieu, said Sunday that he decided
not to make another bid, "for financial
reasons more than anything else."
"We use our own morie—
y in the campaign." Magadieu said, "And it costs a lot to run."
Crabtree said that his majot objective
would be to tten—gtben student
government.
"We need someone to go out and get
senators interested. ", he said. "We are
supposed to represent the students. Not
just talk."
Kurt Meletzke and Devin Anderson,
both sophomores, decided to try again
because they, "just still want to."
"We are extremely fed up with the entire system." said Anderson. "That
with the fact that we got shot down last
time!' contributed to their decision.
"Senate is in such disarray!' said
Meletzke, "We want to get it back to a
concious body where things get done!'
VIM
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Sports
Goalies lead UMaine sweep
Barkley got the game-winner Friday ped the puck to Bob Creamer who beat
night when left winger Brian Bellefeuille DelGuidice to the short side.
got,, the puck to Jean-Yves Roy on the
DelGuidice, who made 30 saves, said
right side. Roy faked a Providence he had a little incentive for the game.
Solid goaltending and strong defensive
defender to the ice, and took a shot that
play led the University of Maine hockey
"I try a little harder when I play
off Friar goalie Matt Merten against schools I wanted to go to, but
rebounded
at
Providence
over
victories
two
to
team
to Barley who put it away tut the 3 2
Alfond Arena, and moved them into sedidn't look at me,"-he said.
win.
cond place in Hockey East this weekend.
Everyone got into the act Saturday
"It was kind of a flukey goal:' Roy night as eight players had multiple point
"If you are sound defensively, you'll
said. "I was trying to shoot but I lost the games and Scott King turned away 30
win you're share of games. Jim Burke
puck. 1 got enough of the puck to get shots in lendina UMaine to an 8,-,2
_and_ Brian, Straub had a great
_ _
_
a
snot off and Barkley just knocked- In
Shawn
oetch
d
weekend,"IlMaineThead--victory.
the rebound."
Walsh said.
"Goaltending was a factor' Walsh
Barkley said he saw the whole play
UMaine won Friday night's game 3-2
said. "Scott came back after a tough first
on a Mike Barkley goal with 24 seconds develop. "Jean-Yves skated in and I broke
period and his goaltending in the second
left in the game. On Saturday night, the with him. The defenseman and goalie
was great."
Blia-liears scored seven unanswered--went withinm, he shot the puck and it
- King said he thought he was trying a
goals after trailing 2-1, and went on to went off a defenseman's shin and little to hard to start out the game.
squirted out. I just took the puck and - "I didn't feel bad in the first period,
an 8-2 win,
The victories upped UMaine's HE shot it in."
I was just pressing," he said. "In the
UMaine went into the third period
record to 9-5-1, 23-7-2 overall, three
second period I just went out and had
points behind Boston College who with a 2-0 lead on goals by Bellefeuille
some fun."
and Burke and some strong goaltending
stands at 11-5.
Providence got on the board first
With the losses, Providence dipped to by Matt DelGuidice.
when Mario Aube stole the puck and
The Friars made it 2-1 just 32 seconds
7-5-3 in HE, 17-6-3 overall.
shot.
Sophomore Scott Pellerin said the into the third when right winger Rob
The puck was blocked by King but Pat
.wins_were_very-impeftafg_fef_411e_tgara_10alltireall took _a_ pass_ from Mike-- Madigan was there to poke in the reBoback and shot the puck in to the left- bound to make the score 1-0.
in HE.
.
"It's great for us in the HE standings. of DelGuidice.
UMaine scored a 5-on-3 power-play
Providence tied it up a little over two
We just have to look at them one game
(see Olson page 14)
minutes later when Paul Flaherty dropat a time."
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

ndy Bean
Roy wearing-28
with justice

-

When scoring phenom Mario
Thyer left the University of Maine
hockey team last year to pursue a pro
career fans were wondering if anyone
could replace him.
As a freshman in 1987-88, Thyer
scored2446aTs --Xri-ilTallied 42 assists
for 66 points. He led the team in scoring that year and still holds the
freshmen record for assists and
points.
He was the leading freshman scorer
in the nation and his impressive
numbers earned him Hockey East and
New England rookie of the year
honors.
Thyer spent most of his second
year with the Black Bears watching
from the bench with a broken leg, but
in the nine games he played (five in
the national playoffs), he scored nine
goals and had seven assists for 16;
points.
He left for the Minnesota North
Stars after his sparkling year-plus
career at UMaine.
But if it wasn't for the names on
the jerseys, fans might think Thyer is
still wearing number 28 for UMaine.
This year number 28 has scored 30 goals(a new freshmen school record)
and has 14 assists for 44 points. Only
the freshman behind the number this
year is Jean-Ives Roy.
The freshman from Rosemere,.
Quebec is also scoring when it counts
most. Seven of Roy's goals are gamewinners, which ties a school record.
Three of those game-winners were
overtime goals.
It might seem like a coincidence
that Roy wears Thyer's number and
scores and skates with as much—if
not more - ease. But Roy played with
Thyer on a CJEP team three years
ago and consciously chose that
number when he came to UMaine.
Roy has certainly done justice to it.
He's already breaking scoring records
and there are six games left in the
regular season, not to mention the
playoffs.
Theoretically both Roy and Thyer
could be at UMaine this year.
Sophomore- S4Ott-- Pellerin and
freshman Randy Olson have COffiplemented Roy nicely as linemates,
but imagine Thyer on the same line
with Roy. Who would wear 28 then?
Black Bear head coach Shawn
Walsh said he doesn't ever think
about having both of them together.
He's content with the team he has

By Beth Staples
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
basketball team fought back from a onepoint halftime deficit to pose a 60-42 win
over a tenacious Northeastern University squad Saturday in Memorial Gym.
Saturday's win, however, didn't come
as easy as the 32-point UMaine blowout
of NU in Boston Jan. 6.
Black- Bear coach Trish Roberts said
she was concerned with her teams'
performance.
"I hope we didn't peak too early,"
she said. "We didn't play as well as we
could play. At the start we really struggled and that may be because of the weeks.
layoff."
NU coach Joy Malchodi, whose team
has lost 11 straight games, said she was
pleased and surprised with the Huskies
showing.
"I'm very happy with our effort up
here. If someone would have told me
that we would be up by one point at the
half I wouldn't have believed them. It
was much closer than I expected and I
don't think it was a 20-point game,"
she said.
UMaine was leading 22-14 with 5:29
remaining in the first-half when Rachel
Bouchard was called for her third foul
(second offensive).
Bouchard went to the bench and
UMaine managed one point, a foul shot
by Beth Sullivan, the rest of the half.
NU, however, went on a tear, rattling
off 10 points, eight consecutively, to take
_
the halftime lead.
surge'with
the
started
Michelle Brown
a baseline jumper and 37 seconds later
Charlene Blake scored from the wing to
bring NU to within four, 22-18.
Marilyn Oakes put in a turnaround
from the lane and then Jessica Arnold
lied The game, 22-22, with a bucket - at
Rachel Bouchard scored 34 points in ',Maine's win over the Huskies Saturday.

(see ROY page 14)

-

Lady Black Bears roll on, 60-42

—

(see NU page 16)
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side, angled to the center and shot a
backhander past Romaine.
After a Pellerin goal just 52 seconds
into the third, UMaine scored two shorthanded goals.

goal at 16:23 of the first when center
Randy Olson skated down the right side
and gave a centering pass to Scott
Pellerin who beat Friar goalie Mark Romaine to even the score at I-1.
The Friars regained the lead two
, minutes later when Gaudreau put back
the rebound of a Boback shot to make
it 2-1.
The Black Bears dominated the remaining 40 minutes, outscoring Providence 7-0. The scoring barrage started
with UMaine's second power-play goal
of the night when Burke fired a pass to
Robitaille to the left of the net who
directed the puck into the net to tie the
game at 2-2.
Jim Montgomery got the game winner with just etgut seconarrerrtannmrm
the second when he skated down the left

Roy got the first one as he skated
down the right side, gave a centering pass
to Barkley, who got his shot blocked, but
Roy was there to put back the rebound
for his 30th goal of the season, a new
freshman record.
Montgomery got his second goal of
the night when Robitaille cleared the
puck and Montgomery outskated a Providence defender and shot the puck past
Romaine.
crozn
IJ7-Th1ft
am ann
Bellefeuille closed out the scoring.

—
7Allc

Men's hoop team
oses to Huskies
The Unversity of Maine men's basketball team were thumped by Northeastern
University in Boston, 78-58, in North
Atlantic Conference action.
The loss drops the Black Bears to 7-12
overall and 3-3 in the NAC. The Huskies
improved to 10-9 and 5-1 in the
conference.
NU's only conference loss came at the
hands of UMaine in Bangor.
Steve Carney, who was out with an injury when the team's met earlier this
seasonr-Ittrigt—with 18 points. Barry
Abercrombie added 14 for the Huskies.
NU led 32-25 at halftime and pulledaway in the second half for the win.
Senior co-captain Dean Smith led
UMaine with 18 points.

(continued from page 13)
now. "I'll take the 28 I've got now,"
Walsh says.
It's still fun to think about a line
consisting of Thyer, Roy and should
I mention Dave Capuano—who
would be in his senior year at UMaine
if he hadn't opted to take a shot at the
pros.
If Roy continues to turn heads with
his speed and scoring touch, will
UMaine be looking for a new 28 in
the next two years?
Andy Bean is a senior journalism
majorfrom Burlington, Vermont who
wants to see one of UMaine's bluechip players stay for four years to
break every record imaginable.
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KAPPA SIGMA
A Fraternity for your future!
Brotherhood -

Diverse group of men with various
majors and interests.

Scholarship -

Highest GPAfor Fraternities.

Leadership -

Athletics -

Social -

Officers in many different organizations
ranging from ROTC to athletics.

Active social program.

Awarded most outstanding Fraternity on
campus two years in a row!

If interested
come join us...
Feb. 1 -

(7:00) Kappa Sigma House
Informational

Feb. 6 -

(5:30) Kappa Sigma House
Spaghetti Dinner

Feb. 8-

(7:00) Kappa Sigma House
TBA

PSI CHAPTER

19116

Callfor information
arty time:
581-4160

'

Rush Dinner

Participant in numerous varsity
teams, club sports, and intramurals.

WMEB, Student Government,
Community &
Campus Involvement - University Singers.

.
S

photo by Stott leClair

Black Bear freshman Kent Salfi helped lead the hockey team to a sweep of Providence this weekend. UMaine won the first game 3-2 and the second 8-2 moving
it into second place in the Hockey East standings.

Come meet the brothers
of
Phi Gamma Delta
Tuesday, February 6
Barbecue Dinner
Wednesday, February 7
Lasagna Dinner
Thursday, February 8
Steak Dinner
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Women's track runs by Wildcats

CLASSIFIEDS

By Chad Finn
Staff Writer

ADOPTION

The University of Maine women's
track team easily defeated the University of New Hampshire 93-42 Saturday
afternoon in the Memorial Gym
fieldhouse.
UMaine coach Emily Spiteri was not
surprised by her teams' performance.
"We have a strong team," Spiteri
said, "and their coach called me a few
days before the meet and said-that they
had a couple of people out with the flu,
so I thought we had an excellent chance
of winning."
Several members of the UMaine

HEART TO HEART'ADOFT1ON - Loving marned couple wants to adopt a baby. Vvre want to
work with you in making this life-long decision
We can help with medical expenses. Call Tina or
Will Collect: (207) 282-7604
In compliance with Title 22, Chap 1153

•

APARTMENTS
BANGOR - 1st months rent free. 2/3 bedmoin es
ecutive washldry, dishwasher. microwave, N bath
garage stor. Sec. Dfp. 'Pace some utilities inc.
Wing-Worxis Apt. 947-4115. Mon-Fri. 8-4

I.

esneemr..—*

Melissa Brancely set two meet records.
She won the high jump with a leap of
5'6", and also claimed the 400 with a
time of 60.3.
----- Brenda Sheehan of UMaine also had
a big day, winning the long jump (17'2)
and the 60-yard dash (7.62), while placing second in the triple jump (35'2).
UMaine's Elke Brutsaert, who was coming off of an injury, took the shot put
4 and won the high
/
with a throw of 37'63
8.67 seconds.
of
hurdles in a time
"My time off(because of injury) really helped me," Brutsaert said.
Distance runner Amy Patterson also
was a double winner for UMaine. She
was victorious in both the mile (5:17.8)
and the two-mile (11:16.0).
"Amy ran two very nice races",
Spiteri said. Kristy Downing stood out
for LINK
Downing placed first in the 800 with
a time of 2:30.0, while finishing second
in both the long jump (16'0 1/4) and
the the high hurdles (8.88). She scored
almost a quarter of her team's points on
the day.
Solo winners for UNH included Heidi
Follett in the triple jump (35'5 3/4),
Alexandra Wannop in the 600(1:30.67),

located - WeSt tide. $440.-plus-uttlities. Call tee
al work: 989-7651. Or Eve: 941-9793
FUNDRAISERS
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Ob*ctive: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: RaLse $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, dubs, hats, sororities call
OCMC: 1 (800) 932-0528/1(800) 950-8472.

HELP WANTED

The UMaine women's track team easily defeated UNH, 93-42.
and Kristine Grange in the 200 (27.19).
UNH won the 880 relay because the
UMaine team was disqualified. A
UMaine runner dropped the baton while
passing it off to another runner, and the
person receiving the baton picked it up,
disqualifying UMaine. Only the person

passing

the baton

is allowed to pick it

up.

Other winners for UMaine include
Deb Cox in the 20-pound weight throw
(38'6 1/2) and Kim Pierce in the 1000
(2:58.5). UMaine also won the 220 relay
with a time of 1:49.33.

rrvoIuntarUy
Ben Walker _
AP Baseball Writer
.•
(AP)—Darryl
NEW , YORK
Strawberry may start to solve his personal problems in alcohol treatment
nter, but his legal trouble win not stop
th

there.
Strawberry, who entered a rehabilitation program on Saturday, still faces
possible misdemeanor charges for
allegedly threatening his wife with a gun,

a spokesman for the Los Angeles City statement saying she does not wish to
prosecute her husband. Attorney's office said Sunday.
The Strawberrys were scheduled to
"We have airiMinal case investigation
HE
said
aLs
meet next Friday in Los Angeles with a
- Mike Qii
still in progriii,"
it
discuss
"We'll
ew.
hearing officer. A decision on whether
ne
intervi
a telepho
in our office tomorrow, but we will to file misdemeanor charges against
follow this through to the end and-etni; Strawberry was to be made based on the
hearing officer's report to the deputy_city
duct our hearing."
Strawberry, the New York Met's five- attorney.
On Saturday, Strawberry voluntarily
time All-Star, was arrested Jan. 26 at his
briefly
jailed
and
entered the Smithers Alcoholism and
Los Angeles home
after an alleged dispute with his wife. Treatment Center in New York for what
(see REHAB page 16)
Lisa Strawberry, 25, has since signed a

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT CARDS ON
YOUR CAMPUS. flexible hours. Lam as much
as S10,000/hour. Only 10 positrons available. Call
(I) 800-950-8472, Ext. 3024
ATTENTION - EARN MONEY WATCHING IV!
$32,000/year income potential. Details. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. TV-18402
AITENT1ON - EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32.000/year income potential. Details,
(1)W2-838-8885 Ext T-18402
BE YOUR OWN BOSS! Distnbutorshipts, Dealerships, Money malung opportunities, franchises. &
iail order. Detail. send $2.00 to: N.AT1ONAL
MARKETING COMPANY, BOX 3006,
BOSTON, MA. 02130
CRUISE LINE OPENINGS HIRING NOW!!
(719) 687-6662(USA)
PERSONALS,
High sefx:iol d °pout, now Ph-.1Xcandidate. seda
bright. beautiful woman who was also miserable
in high school. Ready to have some fun!?!? Send
note, photo to Randy do the Daily Milne Campus office, UMO.
SALES

oRioN riWNESS
Personalized Weight Training for Men and Woman
Bodybuilding * Fitness * Sports
Iff# SHOWERS-LIFECYCLiTANNING-SALON
SELECTORIZED MACHINES & FREEWEIGHTS

I
I

Located at:
36 N. Main St.
Old Tbwn, Me..
827-6176

-

1

TUTORING
,
One-on-one tutoring in Physics. Chemistry, j
an
you
Until
it
Don't
Cakuius.
Precakulus. and
in 'real trouble. $10.00 per hour. Free consultations. 581-1189 or 866-4053. Ask for !

ESSAYS & REPORTS

i 3 Months Membership Special
r

Orono Thrift Shop, Take Pine Off Main. 2nd Right
Onto Birth Si. -Weds: 11-T p,m.

$50.00!
Tanning Special
Month Unlimited $25.00!
New Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-9pm
Sat. 9am-3pm
Sun. 9am-lpm

1I

19,278 to choose from — all 3a:0c:ft
Today woe V.saillIC or COO

Ofelef Cilitsfoq

Toll Free
Hot Inc

800-351-0222

lei Calif 12131 477e220
$200 to Essays & Reports
/1 322 4163 Ave /206-SN Los /ogees. CA 9:025
Custom research also avaliaole—ati ;eves
Of, wan

2rz

I

•

Ii

•
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(continued from page 13)

Sullivan, UMaine's tri-captain, broke
Roberts said she was "very concernshot 27), said, "I'm calling the assigner
the Lady Black Bear's five minute scored" 'about her team's lack of a more
on Monday. Maybe my team can play a
ing drought when she made the second
balanced offensive attack.
whole half of basketball and not be foulof two foul shots with 30 seconds on the
"If we're going to win the conference
ed, but I have a problem with it."
clock to,give UMaine the lead 23-22.
and get to the NCAA tournament we
Roberts said she was frustrated with
Jessica Arnold answered with an inhave got to get more out of more
the inconsistency of calls. "I hate to keep
side hoop with :09 remaining to give NU
players," she said.
harping on the officials, but it makes my
the lead, 24-23, and the momentum goMalchodi said her team "broke down
job tougher. Sometimes they let you play
ing into the half.
offensively" in the second half.
and sometimes they don't. It's tough on
UMaine did have an opportunity to
"Our guards made mistakes with the
the kids to adjust. The conference is goregain the lead on its final possession,
ball and you will only hold UMaine for -trig TO—Nave to address the—iiination,"
but the buzzer sounded three seconds
so long. We're young and we don't have
she said.
prematurely, and the Bears didn't get a
a lot of firepower. Our defense was good,
White beat Blue in Alumni game
shot off.
but when you don't reward yourself on
Lauree Gott, NU assistant and former
UMaine's shooting percentage was
offense, it gets to be hard," she said.
UMaine player, won one out of two
.280 C7-for-251 in the fust-half., while
1ecci,-2 Arnold
ALL L./1LS. NIAL`I.
tun:1.AL
1gt.7 s
d /9(11-tof29).The second 'with 12 points and 9 boards and
members of the
half the situation reversed. UMaine
Charlene Blake, the team's only senior,
White Alumnae team, defeated the
poured 4n--1-7 points in the nett 20
had 10 points and picked up five steals.
Blue team_57-50-inUniversity or Maine
minutes and improved its shooting
Both coaches were upset with the
women's alumnae action Saturday.
percentage to :522.
officiating.
-The game took place immediately
NU, however, shot 8-for-29 (.276) in
Malchodi, whose team shot two free
following the UMaine-NU women's
the second half, and connected for 18
throws in forty minutes of action (Maine
basketball contest in Memorial Gym.
points.
Bouchard started the second half and
gave UMaine a lead that was never in
jeopardy. Tracey Frenette assisted
Bouchard on a lob pass underneath,
Julie Bradstreet drilled a three-pointer, the Mets called an alcohol problem. The
"Facing up to the fact you have a proaverage length of stay at Smithers is 28
and Bouchard stuck two foul shots to
blem is the hardest thing a person can
days.
put UMaine up 30-24 at 15:45.
do. I know it was for me," Dwight
-"Obviously, we don't have a statute of
Bouchard poured in-21--second-haif
Gooden, Strawberry's teammate and
limitations on this," Qualls saieBut
points(17 in a seven minute span) as the
close friend, said in a statement.
if he's in a lockdown situation, we could
Bears won going away.
Gooden spent 28 days at Smithers in
adjust our hearing date."
Bouchard finished with 34 points and
1987 for treatment of a cocaine problem.
The Mets, meanwhile, hope
12 rebounds and first-year player
Mets catcher Mackey Sasser and Mets
Strawberry's treatment will end his turHeather Briggs had 11 points awl 11
minor leaguer Reggie Dobie also spent
bulent career on and off the field. In reboards coming off the bench.
gent yeart, Strawberry has feuded with - -trine at Smithers for alcoholism trouble.
Cathy Iaconeta_grabbed six rebounds,
"There are a lot of people out on the
teammates, come close to fighting some
assisted on four baskets, and made four
street who have a problem and don't adof them and been fined by the team
steals for the 15-5 (5-1 NAC)Lady Black
mit it. Give (Darryl) a lot of credit for
several times.
Bears

Gott's teammates were Annie Allen,
Laurie Bjorn, Liz Coffin, Joanna
Hamilton, and Julie Treadwell.
The Blue team, which held a 31-28
halftime advantage, included Emily
Ellis, Tammy Gardiner, Cheryl Higgins,
Sue Howard, Lynn McGouldrick, Nancy Stetson, and Kissy Walker.
Kondrotas honored at halftime
Jocelyn Kondrotas,-the-University of
Maine's senior third basemen, was
honored at halftime of the UMaine-NU
game Saturday. As a junior Kondrotas
was the nation's Division I leading softball_ hitter, _
In 49 games she rapped 62hitslri 130
at bats for a .477 batting average, 21
points higher than her closest competitor. For her feats, Kondrotas was
named to the All-New England First
Team and to the Northeast All-American
Second Team.

•Rehab

"Great necessities
call forth great leaders."
Abigail Adams
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(continued from page 15)
what he did. He felt he needed treatment
and now he's going to get it." Goodeh
said.
"t plan to catt him next week and tell
him I stand behind him the way he stood
behind
On opening day in 1987, when
Gooden was in treatment, Strawberry
wore Gooden's uniform pants and hit a
home run.
Mets manager Davey Johnson said,
"My heart goes out to Darryl. I wish him
the best and hope this thing clears
up."

SENIORS!
Let's
hear it
for the
Yearbook!

Uc

It
The Office of New Student Programs is seeking
energetic, enthusiastic, and dedicated individuals to apply
for
17 STUDENT ORIENTATION LEADER positions
for the 1990 New Student Orientation Program.
As a STUDENT ORIENTATION LEADER you will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gain extensive knowledge about the University of
Maine.
Improve your leadership and communication skills.
Work as a team with a wide variety of individuals.
Discover new opportunities and possibilities.
Build your self-confidence.
Strengthen your connectionla the University audits
people, programs, and services.
• Enhance your resume.

SUMMER ORIENTATION
June 7-29, 1990
(includes training)

FALL ORIENTATION
August 30-September 3, 1990
(includes training)

SALARY
Summer Program Only
Both Programs

$750.00
$1,000.00

Applications and additional information are available in the
New Student Programs Office, 217 Chadbourne Hall,
581-1826.
The deadline for applications is March 1, 1990 at 4:00 p.m.

tior

By_ Diu
Soul

Your yearbook portrait
will be taken at:

Old Town Room
- Third Floor Memorial Union
February 5-8
9am42pm, 1pm-5pm
No appointment necessary-!-Retakes welcome!
This is your last chance
Organizations, please call
581-1783 and make an appointment
to have your pictures taken.
•

FRISK YEARBOOK
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